**ATA CHECKLISTS—A MEMBER-TO-MEMBER SERVICE**

**POLICY FOR CHECKLIST USE.** ATA checklists are the property of the American Topical Association, intended for use by members and to promote thematic collecting. Checklists are copyrighted and are not to be copied except by the ATA for distribution to ATA current or life members. Portions of a checklist may be used as part of a philatelic article or column if credit is given to the American Topical Association. The ATA does not imply that these checklists are complete or error free. They serve as a starting point for those who wish to collect any of the topics listed below. They have often been updated by ATA specialist collectors. Members finding errors or omissions are encouraged to send amending information to the ATA to improve upon this member-only service. Questions on the use of a checklist should be directed to American Topical Association, PO Box 8, Carterville IL 62918-0008; 618-985-5100; americantopical@msn.com

*Note:* Checklists followed by an asterisk contain a bonus—a "Beyond The Catalogue" section listing items such as booklet covers, postal stationery, postmarks and meter stamps related to the topic. Additional BTC items for ATA checklists are always welcomed.

Costs for the checklists are as follows: $.20 per page per checklist whether sent by email or by domestic or international mail. The charges offset ATA costs of catalogs and copying, and encourage membership in the ATA. Donations for postage are appreciated. Any list that has not been updated in the last ten years is free to an ATA member who volunteers to update it. **Mini-checklists (1p)** are free to any ATA member upon request; please enclose SASE if a mailed copy is preferred.

**TITLE / PAGES / LAST UPDATE**

Abacus 2p May03
African Amer. - See Black Americans
**African Postal Union** 2p Oct88
AIDS 8p Aug11
Airplanes 152p Jan08
Airports 29p Jan08
Airships-Zeppelins 18p Dec06
Alcohol - see Anti-Alcohol
Alpine Skiing 78p Jan04
American’s Cup 5p Sep08
Amer. Indians - see North Amer. Indians
**Andersen, Hans Christian** 6p Jan07
Anthropology – see Early Man
AntiAlcohol 3p Sep05
AntiDrug 4p Feb06
AntiMalaria 7p Jul07
AntiPoio 3p Jun06
AntiSmoking 3p Nov08
**Arab Postal Union** 2p Dec87
Apes - see Primates
Archery 11p Jun07
Arizona 11p May03
Astronomy 97p Nov08
Audi 2p Jul03
Audubon, John James 5p Apr06
Autographs 9p Jun04
**Automotive** 133p Jun07
Bach, Johann Sebastian 3p Nov04
Badgers 3p Oct05
Badminton 3p Jun06
Bagpipes 5p Jun06
Ballet 12p Aug07
Ballooning 12p Jan06
Balloons, Toy 3p Jul06
Balloons, Weather 5p Nov04
Bananas 15p Aug03
Banking 61p Jan07
Baseball-Softball 18p Jun06
Basketball 16p Jul07
Baskets, Rugs 15p Jan10
Bats 6p Jan07
Battle of the Bulge 2p May03
Bayeux Tapestry* 3p Jun12
Bears 8p Jan07
**Beauty Queens** 2p Apr95
Beer 1p Jan08
Bee 15p Dec12
Beethoven 6p Sep07
Bellini, Giovanni 4p Apr06
Bells 36p May06
Bernstein, Leonard* 1p Jun12
Berries - see Fruit
Biathlon 5p Nov10
Bicycles-Cycling 50p Jan07
Billiards-Pool-Snooker 2p Jun06
Birds 131p Aug08
Birds of Prey 50p Aug08
Bison-Buffalo 11p Jan07
Black Americans 14p Jan07
Blacksmiths 3p Nov09
Blindness Prevention 15p Sep07
Blood Donation 5p Jun06
Bobsled-Luge-Toboggan 12p Nov10
Bonsai 2p Jan09
Botanical Gardens 5p Sep03
Botticelli, Sandro 5p Apr06
Bowling 4p Jun06
Boxing 17p Jan07
Boy Scouts 17p Jun09
Brasses (Music) 2p Apr95
Breast Feeding 13p Sep09
Bridges 70p Jan07
Bridges-NYC* 1p Jun12
Bromeliads 3p Mar97
Buffalo - see Bison
Bullfighting 3p Feb06
Butterflies 121p Feb09
Byron, Lord 2p Mar03
Cacao - See Chocolate
**Cabooses** 1p Oct11
Caduceus - see Snakes
Camels-Dromedaries 17p Jan09
Cameras-Photography 26p Jun06
Camoes, Luis de 2p Apr03
Camping 10p Jan09
Candles 11p Jun07
Canoe-Kayak 8p Jan07
Caravaggio (artist) 1p Mar08
Cards-Gambling-Lottery 7p Oct05
Carnivals 25p Jan07
Carnivorous Plants-Fungi 4p Nov08
Cartier, Jacques 3p Mar06
Cartoons-Comics-TV Cartoons 13p Jun07
Castles-Palaces 73p Jan07
**Cars** 50p Jan07
Cats, Domestic 50p Jan07
Cats, Sabre-toothed 1p Dec07
Cats, Wild 41p Jan07
Cattle-Oxen 16p Apr07
Caves 12p Nov09